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1. Continuation for two pairs of bicharacteristics. We shall be
concerned with regularC or analyticcontinuation of (null) bicharacteristics of an effectively hyperbolic differential or pseudo-differential
operator. Given a hyperbolic principal symbol p=p(p)--p(x,)and an
effectively hyperbolic characteristic point p----(, ), we consider bicharacteristics p--p(s) tending to as s +oo or s $ -o. Our main result is
then stated as follows (see also the final paragraph of this section)"
Theorem 1. There are exactly four such bicharacteristics. Two of
them are incoming toward the reference point
with respect to the
parameter s, and the other two are outgoing. Furthermore, each one
of the incoming (resp. outgoing) bicharacteristics is naturally continued
to the other one, and the resulting two curves are C regular near
as submanif olds of the cotangent bundle. These two curves are analytic
near p=p whenever p=p(p) is assumed to be analytic there.
It has been known that the Cauchy problem for a hyperbolic operator
is C well-posed for any lower order terms if and only if the principal
symbol is effectively hyperbolic at every multiple (necessarily double)
characteristic point. Effective hyperbolicityintroduced by Ivrii and
Petkovrequires the existence of (necessarily two) non-zero real eigenvalues of the Hamilton map, i.e. the so-called fundamental matrix obtained
by linearizing the Hamilton field of the principal symbol. (It turns out
that such eigenvalues must be of the form +_.) It may be natural to
ask how this linear algebraic definition is reflected in the dynamical
system of bicharacteristics near the reference point. The analysis proving
dynamical system can be regarded as
Theorem 1 indicates that such
a perturbation of that of the simplest model pO(y,)=_y in T*R TM,
as far as the incoming and outgoing bicharacteristics are concerned.
In this model, we. may restrict ourselves to the (Y0, 7]0)-plane, in which
the origin is a saddle point of the Hamilton field of p0. Here, Y=(Y0, Y’)
and 7]-- (7]0, ’).
The C continuation, as well as the existence, of exactly four such
bicharacteristics was observed earlier by Iwasaki [4] using his difficult
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analysis [5] on a actorization o the principal symbol. The method
employed in [5] is the Nash-Moser implicit unction theorem or, rather,
its proof. Our method is completely elementary and applies equally to
the analytic case as well as the C case. Details are contained in [6].
2. How to continue the bicharacteristics. We perform a symplectic
change o coordinates (x, )--(y, ]) near the point p=p. In the new cothe principal symbol takes
ordinates p (y, ) with t- (0, 0) e R + X R
orm
the
P(Y, ])={]0--(Y, ]’)}--(Y, ]’), (Y, ]’)1>0,
and # are terms of
up to non-vanishing multiplicative factor, where
order >2 (and hence the quadratic part of ]-# corresponds to the
Hamilton map) furthermore, # =E + 0 with

,

nl

E(y, ]’)

y H- _] [(y -F ) -F [o
=1

n2

=nx+l

Y,

-

where /, /0)0 and O<n<_n<_n. We set
-+(Y0, u)=-+/- (Y0, u)/H-Yoq(Yo, u),
are smooth
where (Y0, u) Y(Yo, yoU) and (Y0, u)=Y(Yo, yoU); then,
(C or analytic) functions near (Y0, u)=(0, 0)e R XR satisfying
p p +p- with p- ]0-- Y0 (Y0, v Y0), v (y’,
a actorization which is valid within an open set o the orm
constant. This restriction causes no difficulty, because every incoming
or outgoing bicharacteristic satisfies the estimate Ivl/lyol/<constant. (The
conclusion of Theorem 1 implies finally the estimate v=O(yo).) Thus,
the problem is transposed rom the Hamilton field of p to those o
where the parameter must be changed rom s to t-t +-. Then, dyo/dt=l
in both cases, so that we may take Y0 to be the parameter t=t simultaneously. Therefore, we are led to an initial value problem o the 2orm
v(t) --->0 e R n as t--->0
dv
v(t)
(IVP)
t
dt
where F=F(t, u)=F is a smooth unction satisfying F(0, 0)-0; urthermore, the eigenvalues of (3F/3u)(O, 0) lie on the imaginary axis. Thus,
Theorem 1 will be established if we shall show that"
Theorem 2. Under the conditions on F as above, the two-sided
initial value problem (IVP) admits a smooth (C or analytic) solution
v--v(t) near t--O. Furthermore, the uniqueness is valid for each one
of the one-sided problems, among solutions of C-class except a the end
point t-- O.
Indeed, once v-v(t) is determined, 0=0(t) is obtained by indefinite
integration; thus achieved is the regular continuation or each pair of
the bicharacteristics. It is then easy to see that the tangent lines o the
resulting two curves at the reference point p are generated by eigenvectors
of the Hamilton map associated with the non-vanishing real eigenvalues
+_. In the simplest model mentioned in Section 1, these two curves
are the straight lines 0=___y0 with v=0, and the changes o parameters

(t)=F(t,

-
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as t-*0, equalities which are also perturbed in
s--t=t satisfy Itl=e
the general case as follows" given any >0 small, there exist constants
C; > 0 such that

Is] ltlC: exp

C/exp

as t-0.
.l+-Isl
singularity. In the analytic case,

:. The Driot-Bouquet
(the existence part o) Theorem 2 is an immediate consequence of a celebrated
result o Briot and Bouquet [1]. In act, setting u(t)=v(t)/t, we can
write the problem (IVP) as
(BB)

t

u(t)),
d--u-u(t)--f(t,
dt

with f(t, u)=F(t, u)--u and N=2n.
The Briot-Bouquet theorem.
0 C C and satisfies

u(0)--0 e R
Then,

If f f(t, u)

is hotomorphic near (t, u)

a(M) N--C,
f(0, 0)--0,
where M=(3f/3u)(O,O) and N--{1,2, ...}, then (BB) admits a unique
holomorphic solution u--u(t) near t=0e C. Here, a(M) stands for the
spectrum of M.
There is also a C version of the Briot-Bouquet theorem due t de
Hoog and Weiss [2], [3] (see also Russell [7]). This is formulated as
one-sided problem
(BB)r

t

u(t))
d--u(t)=f(t,
dt

or

0 t T,

f u e C([0, To] B (Ro)) with O T To and B (Ro)
’1 -C([0, T] B(R))C/(O, T] with ORRo,
R0}, R00 Setting CTR

where f,

we

can state"

C version of the Driot-Bouquet theorem. Assume that
a(M)c{fi e C; Re fi0},
f(0, 0)=0,
where M=(3f/3u)(O, 0). Then, there exist constants
(0, R0] such that (BB)r has a unique solution u in .0,1
T,R which satisfies
u(O) 0 automatically. Furthermore, u e C ’lr, provided f, 5f/Su e Cr([0, T]
B(R)).
The proo o Theorem 2 will be completed if we shall show that
the C solution or each one o the one-sided problems continues smoothly
across t=0 to that or the other one. Namely, we have to show that
or r e N0={0, 1, 2, ...}.
(
u((+0)=u()(--0)
This can be done by using the integral representati.on or a solution of
the linear problem

t--du
(t)--Mu(t)
dt
the unique solution u e C[0, T]

u(t)=,g(t)=

for 0 t T

g(t)

C(0, T] is given by
g(s)--8

It is then easy to see that

If(s1-) g(ts)

8
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where I stands
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or

the identity matrix; in particular,
(&’g) (r(0) (rI-- M)-’g(r(O).
By using this ormul, one can examine the vMidity o () and finishes
the proo o Theorem 2.
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